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ABSTRACT

The improvement of Technology and Information encourages diverse residing factors to open up for the advantages of the net in coaching and gaining knowledge of activities. Thereby, the academics will not be able to get admission to the net as a medium to supply the cloth to guide students' capacity to adsorb and recognize the lessons. This research makes use of a descriptive qualitative studies method. A social research scholar studied this situation in elegance XI High School with 149 college students. Data series for these studies is survey that additionally interviews. Data evaluation is achieved on four levels: data analysis, data reduction, data presentation, and conclusions. The conclusions of this research display that there had been high-quality possibilities for using smartphones within the virtual technology in gaining knowledge, especially in sociology training in High School. These possibilities are the utility of net-primarily based cellular gaining knowledge. It is understood that the whole college students have additionally frequently used smartphones for social media, games, etc. The end of this study is net media is a high-quality possibility to apply the cellphone within the virtual technology as interactive gaining knowledge of device for sociology training in excessive school.
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INTRODUCTION

The COVID-19 pandemic has now no longer best impacted better schooling worldwide. However, it additionally introduced many demanding situations to the better schooling community (Bhagat & Kim, 2020). To help better schooling establishments expand and practice generation for the shipping of pedagogy, better schooling establishments need to shape partnerships with net issuer groups and global better schooling establishments to undertake modern technology to convert different face-to-face and traditional pedagogical practices into e-studying (Tilahun, 2021). During the pandemic, online schooling has become broadly used to update conventional schooling worldwide (Zhaohui Y, et al., 2022). As a result, the general lockdown has led academic establishments to apply online techniques in short motion to make certain continuity of studying for college students because conventional face-to-face studying isn't viable in this exceptional situation (Ambika S et al. 2021).

Lederman (2020) rightly said that due to the COVID-19 disaster, teachers and students each locate themselves in a scenario in which they sense forced to include the virtual world, educational revel in as a sumum bonum of the web coaching-getting to know the process. On the opposite hand, novices’ desire for abilities and technological know-how cannot be delayed. So, instructors and stakeholders must consider getting to know designs that also follow authorities' fitness protocols and offer the most knowledge. Online getting to know turns into the primary manner to do the coaching and getting to know the process of the path with various shortcomings.

In the digital era, smartphones are the primary tool for studying activities (Barnes, Pressey, & Scornavacca, 2019; Muswita et al., 2018). Almost all mobile offerings followed for educational use. It calls for a few flexibilities, in particular on the part of instructors, to apply cellular studying modules in education and encourage students to apply those modules, even as now no longer specialize in additional restrictions, limitations, and workloads, however alternatively at the blessings that those additives can provide to be used in learning (Brigit & Alptekin 2013). However, numerous matters make cellular getting to know ineffective.

Online studying is accomplished through instructors using WhatsApp, which is used as an instructor's media in handing over materials or sending assignments to students (Dewi, 2020). Students additionally feel saturated with online studying, and they may be uninterested in the supply of assignments each day. Students also emerge as lazy in doing tasks, which makes the gathering of tasks very overdue order, making it challenging for teachers to do assessments (Hilna, Lutfi & Din Azwar, 2020). Teachers have no longer been capable of maximizing using smartphones to assist students’ capacity to recognize studying substances (Cecep, Mutaqin, & Pamungkas, 2019; Ngabekti, Prasetyo, Hardianti, & Teampanpong, 2019; Sunismi, 2015). One of them is a lesson that can stimulate students to expand social wondering capabilities (Pratiwi, 2017). Without necessary wondering capabilities, the practical application will display tough students and practitioners will discover themselves stressed through maximum theories or the complexity of using ideas to conditions that arise in practice. (Ann & Robert, 1997). However, the significance of critical wondering capabilities in sociology studying cannot be optimized. This may be visible through statement activities done at some point during three conferences withinside the studying method withinside the classroom by the Zoom meeting platform & google meet video conference. Along the statement, information turned into acquired that in the gaining knowledge method, the teacher handiest centered on handing over the material verbally, endured by the supply
of duties in keeping with the material delivered. Subsequently, students are requested to submit the tasks to the teachers withinside like scientific papers with no given steerage in doing tasks, and the absence of versions in tasks that make students keep in mind the teacher's assignments to be only formalities.

Some professionals on Critical Thinking outline essential thinking as "the intellectual disciplinary method of actively and elegantly conceptualizing, applying, analyzing, synthesizing, and comparing information collected from or generated by observation, experience, reflection, reasoning, or communication, regarding to manual ideals and actions" (Scriven & Paul, 2007). Critical thinking is known as metacognition (Tempelaar, 2006) and also method of "considering thinking" as described and supposed by (Flavell, 1979). These studies could be crucial because by the usage of smartphones, teachers could create innovative and modern learning. This learning could be simpler for students to recognize the learning material and inspire them to learn. Paint collectively to enhance reason and critical thinking to aim the learning goals. MGBL in learning is an opportunity to enhance those abilities (Shiow-Fern et al., 2021). Thus, the mobile era which includes smartphones may be an appropriate media to assist learning activities. This research goal is to discover possibilities for smartphone use withinside the digital era to facilitate the learning method of students, specifically in sociology subjects.

LITERATURE REVIEW

A variety of devices are used and m-learning solutions are offered by companies and universities. Implementing mobile services in education in the form of mobile learning modules is an innovative process at many levels of higher education (Dykes and Knight, 2012). Mobile learning is learning that is accomplished with the use of small, portable computing devices. Mobile learning can be used to enhance the overall learning experience of students and teachers. Through mobile support, learners' throughput rates might be improved and the quality of the learning experience enhanced (Brigit & Alptekin 2013). Critical thinking abilities was so essential due to the fact they permit students "to efficiently cope with social, scientific, and realistic issues" (Shakirova, 2007). As simple as students who can assume significantly are capable of remedying issues efficiently. Just having an understanding of information is not always sufficient. To be powerful withinside the workplace (and in their private lives), students need to be capable of remedying issues to make effective choices in different phrases they need to be capable of assuming significantly

The same research has been conducted by Taufiq Subhanul Qodr (2021) which discusses "Opportunities for Using Smartphones in the Digital Era to Facilitate Students in Learning Sociology in High Schools". The result of the study is that there is a great opportunity to use smartphones using the MGBL method. While the difference from the research is the teaching method in this study is mobile learning to improve critical thinking skills.

RESEARCH METHOD

This research makes use of qualitative descriptive methods. Using this method can discover possibilities for students to apply smartphones within the digital technology that may be applied for learning strategies that may be defined in step with actual and interactive problems. The identity level starts with observations aimed at reading the desires of research data. Then the researcher spreads the questionnaire and procedures of the research data, and the effects may be provided descriptively. The concern on this
look turned into class XI of Nguter High School with a complete 149 students. The object of this research is the usage of Nguter High school students’ smartphones withinside the digital era. The methods of information collection in this observation are surveys and interviews. Data evaluation is performed descriptively with a percent of the identity of smartphone use opportunities to make it less complicated to learn sociology.

There are four stages of analysis carried out which are (1) data collection, (2) data reduction, (3) percentage data, and (4) conclusions. Data collection includes the usage of questionnaires and interview guidelines. The reduction of data on this observation targets to clear out data targeted on central data/findings received withinside the field. Data presentation was used to show descriptive data from the effects of the shared questionnaire. Then the conclusion stage is the very last step this of research to conclude the opportunity of smartphone use within the digital era, which pursuits to ease students in learning sociology. The tool used is a questionnaire that includes four signs spread throughout 20 questions. These signs are students’ responses concerning ownership, period of use, desires, and school rules in the face of the excessive use of smartphones within the learning technique. Expert validators seek advice from the validity of the research instruments earlier than questionnaires disseminated to the research subject.

RESULTS

The observation concerned 149 respondents from Nguter High School students, Sukoharjo Regency, Central Java Province. The results confirmed that numerous possibilities to apply smartphones within the digital era within the effectiveness of the studying process, specifically to created less complicated for students to learn sociology in High School. Data concerning the smartphone possession of high school student Nguter can be seen in Table 1. Based on Table1., its miles regarded those 31 Nguter High School students are excellent at operating smartphones, and 73 Nguter High School students are well-operating smartphones technological gadgets that assist them in finishing numerous assignments. As a technology tool, this is pretty bendy as it is simple to hold anywhere, and students frequently spent plenty of time using smartphones. Table2 was indicated through data that the length of smartphone uses among students, most of it reaches more significant than five hours a day.

**Table 1. Smartphone Operating Capabilities**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Students</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Excelent</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Good</td>
<td>73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poor</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very Poor</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>149</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2. Duration of using smartphone

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Duration</th>
<th>Students</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&gt;5 hours</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-5 hours</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-3 hours</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>149</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on Table 3, it may be seen that 40 students state that using smartphones is allowed in teaching and learning activities. Nevertheless, 27 students said that it is prohibited to apply smartphones in learning activities. In phrases of accomplishment, this coverage still relies upon every subject teacher as 82 students said that the school permits using smartphones for the learning process however is restricted to certain subjects. However, most school regulations supported the learning process usage of smartphones.

Table 3. The Policy of using smartphone

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Policy</th>
<th>Students</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Allowed</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prohibited</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Certain subjects</td>
<td>82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>149</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

DISCUSSION

The improvement of technology is accelerating, and technology performs a crucial role in human life, likewise with the sector of education. Education is taken to consideration essential due to its role in growing the capacity and ability of human resources. Advances in technological innovation make learners acquainted with advanced equipment (Raja & Nagasubramani, 2018). The primary hassle in integrating academic information technology these days is designing teaching activities for digital learning and using technological equipment flexibly (Lin et al., 2017). Through mobile support, learners' throughput rates might be improved and the quality of the learning experience enhanced (Brigit & Alptekin 2013).

Mobile learning is a learning model where in its activities using a smartphone or mobile phone as a medium of information distribution. We cannot only learn in the classroom, but in learning activities we can learn (Ramadhana, Saida & Dedi, 2018). Almost any mobile service can be adopted for educational use. It requires some flexibility, mainly on the part of the instructors, to use mobile learning modules in education and to motivate students to use these modules, while not focusing on the restrictions, limitations, and additional workload, but rather on the benefits that these components could offer for use in education (Brigit & Alptekin 2013), success (C. H. Su & Cheng, 2015), and pleasure which is a destiny trend for education (Huang et al., 2017; Lay, A. & Osman, 2018). When applied in sociology learning, Mobile Learning is used as an opportunity learning medium that make it less complicated for students to learn sociology. During this time, instructors simplest rely upon published books, presentation media, and educational worksheets to assist the learning process in the classroom in order that the effect of learning interest and student fulfillment decreases.
Another aspect that opens possibilities for the implementation of learning the usage of smartphones is school regulations (Rorita, Ulfa, & Wedi, 2018). This may be visible from the student's response which states that 55.70% of teachers are permitted to apply smartphones in certain subjects. Additionally, among 26.20% of students said that once taking part in learning activities, students are permitted to apply smartphones. Accordingly, this research may be so crucial as a foundation for teachers in getting ready for digital-based learning.

The outcomes of this research display that there are incredible possibilities using smartphones in the digital era in the teaching and learning technique. Mobile Learning could make it simpler for students to study sociology because the material is added in a more youthful and exciting way by encouraging energetic and innovative students. Use technology within the studying process. Thus, it is able to enhance student fulfillment to get to understand what may be used as a tool in learning (Ramadhana, Saida & Dedi, 2018). Mobile Learning may be a modern learning media within the digital age. This targets to make it simpler for students to do learning as an attempt to form advanced human resources.

**CONCLUSION**

The outcomes of this research show that withinside the teaching and learning technique, there are excellent possibilities withinside the usage of smartphones withinside the digital era, mainly in sociology lessons in High School. This could be a possibility for teachers to expand learning media. Mobile learning is a possibility for the usage of smartphones that may facilitate students in sociological learning more actively, creatively, and innovatively. This cannot be divided from the improvement of technology and information and school guidelines that permit students to apply smartphones within the learning process according to the settlement with teachers.
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